PRESS RELEASE
DIGITALEUROPE is preparing ground for the G7 ICT Industry
Ministerial
Brussels, 22 September 2017

BRUSSELS - Together with 15 technology and broader industry advocacy groups in G7 countries,
DIGITALEUROPE unveiled a set of recommendations for the Ministers of Industry ahead of the G7 ICT
Industry Ministerial taking place in Turin (Italy) on September 25-26. Under the Italian Presidency of the
G7, the Industry Ministerial will have a special focus on Industry 4.0.
As highlighted in the report from the European Commission Strategic Policy Forum on Digital
Entrepreneurship « Accelerating the digital transformation of European Industry and enterprises’, the
biggest digital opportunity for Europe lies in the transformation of existing industry and enterprises.
“Advancing good principles at global level on the digital transformation of our industries are critical to ensure
the success of G7 economies tomorrow. If digitized, European manufacturing can achieve growth from 15%
to 20% by 2030” says Cecilia Bonefeld-Dahl, DIGITALEUROPE’s Director-General.
The recommendations address global challenges policy makers around the globe are attempting to respond
to, and cover areas such as the security of the digital world, privacy of consumers, new business models,
the data economy, and the taxation of the digital economy.
Read more below:
2017 G7 Industry/ICT Ministers Meeting Recommended Outcomes for Promoting Innovation, Digital Technologies,
and Development 22 September 2017
Information and communication technologies (ICT) are vital to the growth and development of the global
economy. As reflected in the 2016 G7 “Charter for the Digitally Connected World” and “Joint Declaration by G7
ICT ministers”, the G7 is a critically important setting for several of the world’s leading governments to outline
approaches to managing 21st century technology policy challenges, combating protectionism, and growing the
global economy in ways that benefit all countries and people. In 2017 global industry respectfully seeks the
following outcomes to advance privacy protections, enhance national security and data security, and enable the
cross-border data flows and digital technologies that power growth, development, job creation, and innovation in
all countries.
●
Data flows and localization measures. Facilitate the free flow of data across borders and refrain
from imposing measures requiring the local storage or processing of data or the use of local facilities,
hardware, or services—subject only to limited and narrowly-tailored public policy exceptions. Oppose
measures that require companies to transfer technology, source code, algorithms, encryption keys,
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production processes, development methods, or other proprietary information as a condition of doing
business.

●
Privacy and data protection. Acknowledge that privacy is a fundamentally important right and
commit to pursuing privacy and data protection policies that draw on multi-stakeholder frameworks, promote
international interoperability, and support innovation. Refrain from privacy measures that are arbitrary or
discriminatory and unnecessarily limit the free flow of data across borders.
●
Cybersecurity. Ensure that cybersecurity measures reflect the global nature of cyberspace; rely
on risk management-based approaches that avoid prescribed technology standards; incorporate meaningful
consultation with the private sector; and provide for coordinated and consistent efforts to secure digital
technologies and protect companies from network-enabled industrial espionage.
●
Standards, technical regulations. Use global, voluntary, industry-led standards; ensure that
technical regulations are developed in the most transparent manner possible and are risk-based and leasttrade-restrictive in meeting their objectives; promote regulatory cooperation activities to ensure alignment
of technical regulations where possible.
●
Emerging technologies and business models. Ensure that any new regulation of emerging
technologies (e.g. such as online services, the Internet of Things, and artificial intelligence) or business models
(e.g. platforms), is evidence-based, founded on widely accepted definitions, and narrowly-tailored to address
a specific and demonstrated current harm to consumers or competition, and does not unnecessarily restrain
innovation, economic growth, and job creation.
●
Taxation. Reinforce the need for international cooperation and consensus on outstanding
questions of cross-border taxation in multilateral settings, and ensure the principles of certainty,
predictability, and the rule of law, without ring-fencing the digital economy from the rest of the economy for
tax purposes.
●
Access to privately-held data. Refrain from mandating access rights to privately held or collected
data to avoid violating consumers’ trust, contractual freedom, trade secret protection, intellectual property
rights and potentially even domestic data regulations.
●
-For more information please contact:
Lionel Sola, DIGITALEUROPE’s Communications and Political Outreach Director
lionel.sola@digitaleurope.org
Diane Mievis, DIGITALEUROPE’s Global Economic Affairs Director
diane.mievis@digitaleurope.org
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ABOUT DIGITALEUROPE
DIGITALEUROPE represents the digital technology industry in Europe. Our members include some of the world's largest
IT, telecoms and consumer electronics companies and national associations from every part of Europe.
DIGITALEUROPE wants European businesses and citizens to benefit fully from digital technologies and for Europe to
grow, attract and sustain the world's best digital technology companies. DIGITALEUROPE ensures industry
participation in the development and implementation of EU policies.
DIGITALEUROPE’s members include in total 25,000 ICT Companies in Europe represented by 62 corporate members
and 37 national trade associations from across Europe. Our website provides further information on our recent news
and activities: http://www.digitaleurope.org

DIGITALEUROPE MEMBERSHIP
Corporate Members
Adobe, Airbus, Amazon, AMD, Apple, BlackBerry, Bose, Brother, CA Technologies, Canon, Cisco, Dell, Dropbox, Epson,
Ericsson, Fujitsu, Google, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Hitachi, HP Inc., Huawei, IBM, Intel, JVC Kenwood Group, Konica
Minolta, Kyocera, Lenovo, Lexmark, LG Electronics, Loewe, Microsoft, Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Motorola Solutions,
MSD Europe Inc., NEC, Nokia, Nvidia Ltd., Océ, Oki, Oracle, Panasonic Europe, Philips, Pioneer, Qualcomm, Ricoh
Europe PLC, Samsung, SAP, SAS, Schneider Electric, Sharp Electronics, Siemens, Sony, Swatch Group, Tata Consultancy
Services, Technicolor, Texas Instruments, Toshiba, TP Vision, VMware, Western Digital, Xerox, Zebra Technologies.

National Trade Associations
Austria: IOÖ
Belarus: INFOPARK
Belgium: AGORIA
Bulgaria: BAIT
Cyprus: CITEA
Denmark: DI Digital, IT-BRANCHEN
Estonia: ITL
Finland: TIF
France: AFNUM, Force Numérique,
Tech in France

Germany: BITKOM, ZVEI
Greece: SEPE
Hungary: IVSZ
Ireland: TECHNOLOGY IRELAND
Italy: ANITEC
Lithuania: INFOBALT
Netherlands: Nederland ICT, FIAR
Poland: KIGEIT, PIIT, ZIPSEE
Portugal: AGEFE
Romania: ANIS, APDETIC

Slovakia: ITAS
Slovenia: GZS
Spain: AMETIC
Sweden: Foreningen
Teknikföretagen i Sverige,
IT&Telekomföretagen
Switzerland: SWICO
Turkey: Digital Turkey Platform, ECID
Ukraine: IT UKRAINE
United Kingdom: techUK
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